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Summary: We develop a means for a single-shot speckle-based phase-contrast imaging of the projected thickness of a single material object, under the assumption of illumination by spatially random time-independent x-ray speckles. The method implicitly rather than explicitly tracks speckles, and utilises the Transport-of-Intensity Equation (TIE) to give a closed-form solution to the inverse problem of determining the complex transmission function of the object.  The application to x-ray synchrotron data demonstrates that the method is robust and efficient with respect to noise. The CT reconstructions show image quality improvements in comparison to a geometric-flow approach demonstrated in D. M. Paganin, H. Labriet, E. Brun, and S. Berujon, Phys. Rev. A 98, 053813 (2018). 

X-ray Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI) is a rapidly progressing X-ray imaging technique that demonstrates high diagnostic potential as compared to conventional attenuation-based imaging for both the highly coherent and partially coherent X-ray sources [1]. Among all PCI techniques using optical elements, Speckle Based Imaging (SBI) [2, 3] has a very simple experimental set-up and has already been demonstrated suitable for a transfer outside synchrotrons. A SBI set-up, besides its simplicity of implementation, presents the main advantages of having no field of view limitation other than the detector (the diffusor is easy to manufacture), no resolution limitation (speckles of a few pixels can be generated down to tens of nm) and finally the requirements on the beam coherence are low.
To detect the refraction of a sample, the speckle techniques were primarily based on explicitly tracking speckle displacement [2, 3] between reference images, i.e., with a membrane generating a random spatial modulation, and sample images, i.e., with both the membrane and the sample present into the beam. Recently, a newly introduced technique [4] for phase retrieval, based on a geometric-flow formalism inspired by the Transport-of-Intensity equation [5], demonstrated good efficiency for retrieving the phase shift caused by a sample, using only a single sample exposure. We here extend the results obtained by Paganin et al. [4] to the case of a single-material object [6, 7].
Computed tomography (CT) experiments were conducted at ID17, the Biomedical beamline of the European Synchrotron (ESRF) using a collimated X-ray pink beam configuration with an energy spectrum centered around a peak at E=37.3 keV. The detector system which consisted of a CMOS camera coupled to an optics and a scintillator provided a resulting pixel size of about 3 µm. To test the methodology, we imaged a healthy mouse knee. Reconstruction results obtained using the Paganin et al. [4] approach are shown in Fig. 1. Our new approach, with results shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates improvements, in particular in terms of determination of the cartilage thickness and a visually better resolution (e.g., the honeycomb-like structure of the fat is better delineated (inset 3)). Similarly, the visibility of chondrocytes (black structures in inset 1) is improved.

Figure 1: CT slice obtained using the geometric-flow approach (see [5]).


Figure 2: CT slice obtained using the new SBI approach based on TIE.
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